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Abstract In this paper, we investigate both sample eigenvalues and Principal Component (PC)
directions along with PC scores when the dimension d and the sample size n both grow to infinity
in such a way that n is much lower than d. We consider general settings that include the case
when the eigenvalues are all in the range of sphericity. We do not assume either the normality or
a ρ-mixing condition. We attempt finding a difference among the eigenvalues by choosing n with
a suitable order of d. We give the consistency properties for both the sample eigenvalues and the
PC directions along with the PC scores. We also show that the sample eigenvalue has a Gaussian
limiting distribution when the population counterpart is of multiplicity one.
Key Words: Consistency; Dual covariance matrix; Eigenvalue distribution; HDLSS; Large p small
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1. Introduction
High Dimension, Low Sample Size (HDLSS) data are emerging in various areas of modern
science such as genetic microarrays, medical imaging, text recognition, finance, chemomet-
rics, and so on. The asymptotic studies of this type of data are becoming increasingly
relevant. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is an important tool of dimension reduction
especially when the dimension is very high. PCA visualizes important structures in the data
by approximating the data with the first few principal components. Thus it is important to
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study the asymptotic behaviors of both eigenvalues and Principal Component (PC) direc-
tions along with PC scores. In this paper, we assume d > n and that the dimension d and
the sample size n both grow to infinity in such a way that n is much lower than d.
In recent years, substantial work has been done on the asymptotic behavior of eigenvalues
of the sample covariance matrix in the limit as d → ∞, see Johnstone (2001), Baik et al.
(2005) and Paul (2007) for Gaussian assumptions, and Baik and Silverstein (2006) for non-
Gaussian but i.i.d. assumptions when d and n increase at the same rate, i.e. n/d → c > 0.
On the other hand, Johnstone and Lu (2008) have shown that the estimate of the leading
principal component vector is consistent if and only if d(n)/n→ 0. Many of these focus on
the spiked covariance model introduced by Johnstone. The spiked covariance model assumes
that the first few eigenvalues of the population covariance matrix are greater than 1 and
the rest are set to be 1 for all d. The HDLSS asymptotics, where only d → ∞ while n
is fixed, have been studied by Hall et al. (2005) and Ahn et al. (2007). They explored
conditions to give the geometric representation of HDLSS data. Jung and Marron (2008)
have investigated conditions for consistency and strong inconsistency of eigenvectors of the
sample covariance matrix in the HDLSS data situations. For a fixed number κ, they assumed
the first κ eigenvalues are much larger than the others. The rest of eigenvalues are assumed
to satisfy a condition related to the sphericity. They showed that when κ = 1, the first
sample eigenvector is consistent and the others are strongly inconsistent.
However, the HDLSS asymptotics usually regulate either the population distribution by
the normality or the dependency of the random variables in the sphered data matrix by
the ρ-mixing condition (see, for example, Sec.5.1 on p.440 in Hall et al. 2005). Those
assumptions are somewhat too strict and have some obvious shortcomings. It is common
to have severe collinearity among variables and the ρ-mixing condition critically depends on
the ordering of variables. For many interesting data types, such as microarray data, there is
clear dependence but no natural ordering of the variables. In order to relax those regulations,
Yata and Aoshima (2008) have developed the HDLSS asymptotics in more general settings
without assuming either the normality or the ρ-mixing condition.
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In this paper, we study PCA for HDLSS data in more general settings that include the
case when the eigenvalues are all in the range of sphericity. We give the consistency proper-
ties of both the eigenvalues and the PC directions along with the PC scores. We also show
that the sample eigenvalue has a Gaussian limiting distribution when the population coun-
terpart is of multiplicity one. We do not impose the normality and the ρ-mixing condition
on the main results given in this paper.
2. HDLSS setting
Suppose we have a d × n data matrix X(d) = [x1(d), ...,xn(d)] with d > n, where xj(d) =
(x1j(d), ..., xdj(d))
T , j = 1, ..., n, are independent and identically distributed as a d-dimensional
multivariate distribution with mean zero and nonnegative definite covariance matrix Σd.
The eigen-decomposition of Σd is Σd = HdΛdH
T
d , where Λd is a diagonal matrix of eigen-
values λ1(d) ≥ · · · ≥ λd(d) ≥ 0 and Hd = [h1(d), ...,hd(d)] is a matrix of corresponding
eigenvectors. Then, Z(d) = Λ
−1/2
d H
T
dX(d) is a d × n sphered data matrix from a distri-
bution with the identity covariance matrix. Here, we write Z(d) = [z1(d), ..., zd(d)]
T and
zi(d) = (zi1(d), ..., zin(d))
T , i = 1, ..., d. Hereafter, the subscript d will be omitted for the sake
of simplicity when it does not cause any confusion. We assume that the fourth moments of
each variable in Z are uniformly bounded and ||zi|| 6= 0 for i = 1, ..., d, where || · || denotes
the Euclidean norm. We emphasize that the multivariate distribution assumed here does
not have to be Gaussian and the random variables in Z do not have to be regulated by the
ρ-mixing condition.
We consider a general setting as follows:
λi = aid
αi (i = 1, ...,m) and λj = cj (j = m+ 1, ..., d). (1)
Here, ai(> 0), cj(≥ 0) and αi(α1 ≥ · · · ≥ αm > 0) are unknown constants preserving the
ordering that λ1 ≥ · · · ≥ λd, and m is an unknown positive integer. The sample covariance
matrix is S = n−1XXT . We consider the n × n dual sample covariance matrix defined by
SD = n
−1XTX. Note that SD and S share non-zero eigenvalues and E{(n/
∑d
i=1 λi)SD} =
3
In. Ahn et al. (2007), and Jung and Marron (2008) claimed that when the eigenvalues of
Σ are sufficiently diffused in the sense that
d∑
i=1
λ˜2i → 0 as d→∞, where λ˜i = λi/(
∑d
i=1 λi), (2)
the sample eigenvalues behave as if they are from a scaled identity covariance matrix. When
X is Gaussian or the components of Z are ρ-mixing, they showed that it follows that
(n/
∑d
i=1 λi)SD → In in probability as d → ∞ under (2). That is, the set of sample
eigenvectors tends to be an arbitrary choice. When X is non-Gaussian and non-ρ-mixing,
Yata and Aoshoma (2008) showed that the eigenvalues are of the same order of d under (2)
for a fixed n. Therefore, in both the situations, it is difficult to find a difference among the
eigenvalues under (2). We emphasize that the formulation (1), provided that α1 < 1 and
cd > 0, includes the case satisfying (2). That is, it is quite difficult to estimate eigenvalues
in such a situation. Actually, Jung and Marron (2008) found it strongly inconsistent for
estimating PC directions of HDLSS data satisfying (1) and (2). In this paper, we will
attempt finding a difference among the eigenvalues by choosing the sample size n with a
suitable order of d. The estimation, given in this paper, enjoys consistency properties in
the situations where Jung and Marron (2008) found it strongly inconsistent for both the
eigenvalues and the PC directions.
3. Consistency and asymptotic normality of eigenvalues
The study of asymptotic behavior of the sample eigenvalues is an important part in the
study of PC directions, and also could be of independent interest. Jung and Marron (2008)
gave an excellent overview for SD with the help of the ρ-mixing condition. Their findings
are summarized: The large sample eigenvalues with power αi > 1 increase at the same speed
as their population counterpart and the relatively small eigenvalues for the other i tend to
be of order of d as d tends to infinity. Refer to Jung and Marron (2008) for the details.
Let λˆ1 ≥ · · · ≥ λˆn ≥ 0 be the eigenvalues of SD. Let us write the eigen-decomposition
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of SD as SD =
∑n
i=1 λˆiuˆiuˆ
T
i . For the eigenvalues of SD, we obtain the following theorems
without assuming either the ρ-mixing condition or the normality.
Theorem 1. For i = 1, ...,m, we have that
λˆi
λi
= 1 + op(1) (3)
under the conditions:
(i) d→∞ and n→∞ for i such that αi > 1,
(ii) d→∞ and d2−2αi/n→ 0 for i such that αi ∈ (0, 1].
Theorem 2. Let V (z2ij) = Mi (<∞) for i = 1, ...,m. Assume that the first m population
eigenvalues are distinct. Then, under the conditions (i)–(ii) in Theorem 1, we have for
i = 1, ...,m, that √
n
Mi
(
λˆi
λi
− 1
)
⇒ N(0, 1), (4)
where “⇒” denotes the convergence in distribution and N(0, 1) denotes a random variable
distributed as the Standard normal distribution.
Let us consider the situation in which Baik and Siliverstein (2006) investigated the asymp-
totic behaviors of eigenvalues. They assumed that zij, i, j = 1, 2, ..., are independent and
identically distributed and considered the condition that d→∞ and d/n→ c > 0. In view
of Theorem 1 in the HDLSS context with d > n, one would be interested in the case that
αi > 1/2 from the condition (ii). If the independence is assumed in Theorem 1, we can not
only relax the convergence condition with respect to n but also extend the range of allowable
α thresholds in the HDLSS context to any αi > 0 as in the following
Corollary 1. Assume further in Theorem 1 that zij, i = 1, ..., d (j = 1, ..., n) are indepen-
dent. Then, for i = 1, ...,m, we have (3) under the conditions:
(i) d→∞ and n→∞ for i such that αi > 1,
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(ii) d→∞ and d1−αi/n→ 0 for i such that αi ∈ (0, 1].
Remark 1. When X is Gaussian, we can claim (4) with Mi = 2 (i = 1, ...,m) in Theorem
2. Then, the corresponding results have been given by Jung and Marron (2008, Corollary
3) in the case that d → ∞ and n is fixed when αi > 1, and by Paul (2007, Theorem 3) in
the case that n, d → ∞ and d/n = o(n−1/2) when αi → 0. When αi → 0, Corollary 1 (ii)
corresponds to the results given by Baik and Siliverstein (2006, Theorems 1.1–1.3).
4. Consistency of PC directions
In this section, we investigate the sample PC direction vectors. Jung and Marron (2008)
considered a covariance structure with several spikes, in which s (≥ 1) eigenvalues are much
larger than the others. In order to have consistency of the first s eigenvectors, they required
that each of s eigenvalues has a distinct order of magnitude and the sum of the rest is order of
d. Let Hˆ = [hˆ1, · · · , hˆd] such that HˆTSHˆ = Λˆ and Λˆ = diag(λˆ1, · · · , λˆd). Then, Jung and
Marron (2008) concluded under the ρ-mixing condition that the first s sample eigenvectors
converge to their population counterparts (consistency), while the rest of sample eigenvectors
tend to be perpendicular to their population counterparts (strong inconsistency). Their result
is summarized as follows: For a fixed n, let d = n+ 1, n+ 2, ... Assume that
(a) The components of Z are ρ-mixing,
(b) α1 > · · · > αs > 1 for some s (≤ m) in (1).
Then, the first s sample eigenvectors are consistent in the sense that
Angle(hˆi,hi)
p−→ 0 (5)
for i = 1, ..., s, as d→∞. In addition, suppose the condition that
(c)
∑d
i=s+1 λ
2
i
(
∑d
i=s+1 λi)
2
→ 0 and
d∑
i=s+1
λi = O(d) as d→∞.
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Then, the rest of sample eigenvectors are strongly inconsistent in the sense that
Angle(hˆi,hi)
p−→ pi
2
for i = s+ 1, ..., n, as d→∞.
If both d and n tend to infinity, replace the assumption (b) with
(b′) The first κ eigenvalues are distinct such as λ1 > · · · > λκ and ακ > 1 for some κ (≤ m)
in (1).
Then, the assertion (5) is claimed for i = 1, ..., κ, as d→∞ and n→∞.
Remark 2. The condition (c) is satisfied for the case that αs+1 < 1 and λd > 0 in (1).
The following theorem separates PC directions better without assuming either the ρ-
mixing condition or the normality when both d and n tend to infinity. By choosing n as
n = n(d) with a suitable order of d, PC directions are separated for αi ∈ (0, 1] in (1) as well.
Theorem 3. Assume that the first m population eigenvalues are distinct such as λ1 >
· · · > λm. Then, the first m sample eigenvectors are consistent in the sense of (5) under the
conditions (i)–(ii) in Theorem 1.
Corollary 2. Assume further that zij, i = 1, ..., d (j = 1, ..., n) are independent. Then, the
first m sample eigenvectors are consistent in the sense of (5) under the conditions (i)–(ii)
in Corollary 1.
Remark 3. In the case that X is Gaussian and αi → 0, Corollary 2 (ii) correponds to the
results given by Johnstone and Lu (2008, Theorems 1–3) and Paul (2007, Theorem 4).
Remark 4. One has a sample eigenvector as hˆi = (nλˆi)
−1/2Xuˆi. Note that hˆi can be
calculated by using a unit-norm eigenvector, uˆi, of SD whose size is much smaller than S
especially for a HDLSS data matrix.
Remark 5. Jung and Marron (2008) discussed subspace consistency as d→∞ for the sam-
ple eigenvectors corresponding to the population eigenvalues given by (b’) that is described
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above. The subspace consistency is defined as follows:
Angle(hˆsj−1+i, span{hsj−1+1, ...,hsj}) p−→ 0 as d→∞
(i = 1, ..., sj − sj−1; j = 1, ..., p)
for the first κ eigenvalues that are distinct but α1 = · · · = αs1 > αs1+1 = · · · = αs2 > · · · >
αsp−1+1 = · · · = αsp > 1, where p ≤ m, s0 = 0 and sp = κ. When the population eigenvalues
are not distinct such as λ1 ≥ · · · ≥ λm, we can develop the notion of subspace consistency
with the help of the conditions (i)–(ii) in Theorem 1 as follows:
Angle(hˆtj−1+i, span{htj−1+1, ...,htj}) p−→ 0 (i = 1, ..., tj − tj−1; j = 1, ..., r)
under the conditions (i)–(ii) in Theorem 1
for the first m eigenvalues such that λ1 = · · · = λt1 > λt1+1 = · · · = λt2 > · · · > λtr−1+1 =
· · · = λtr , where r ≤ m, t0 = 0 and tr = m.
5. Principal component scores
The estimation of principal component scores (Pcs) is an important issue in PCA. The
i-th Pcs of xj is given by h
T
i xj =
√
λizij (= sij, say). However, since hi is unknown,
one estimates hTi xj by using some reasonable estimate of hi. In view of Remark 4, one
has an estimate of hi as hˆi = (nλˆi)
−1/2Xuˆi. Thus, the i-th Pcs of xj is estimated by
hˆ
T
i xj =
√
nλˆiuˆij (= sˆij, say), where uˆ
T
i = (uˆi1, ..., uˆin). Let us define a sample variance of
the i-th Pcs by V (sˆi) = n
−1∑n
j=1(sˆij − sij)2. Then, we obtain the following
Theorem 4. Assume that the first m population eigenvalues are distinct such that λ1 >
· · · > λm. Then, for i = 1, ...,m, we have that
V (sˆi)
λi
= op(1) (6)
under the conditions (i)–(ii) in Theorem 1.
Corollary 3. Assume further that zij, i = 1, ..., d (j = 1, ..., n) are independent. Then, we
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have (6) under the conditions (i)–(ii) in Corollary 1.
Remark 6. When the population eigenvalues are not distinct such as λ1 ≥ · · · ≥ λm but
λi 6= λi′ (i 6= i′) for some i, we can still claim (6) under the conditions (i)–(ii) in Theorem 1.
Corollary 4. Suppose the assumption in Theorem 4. Then, the first m eigenvectors of SD
are consistent in the sense that
Angle(uˆi, n
−1/2zi)
p−→ 0
for i = 1, ...,m, under the conditions (i)–(ii) in Theorem 1.
Remark 7. When the population eigenvalues are not distinct such as λ1 ≥ · · · ≥ λm, we
can claim subspace consistency under the conditions (i)–(ii) in Theorem 1 as follows:
Angle(uˆtj−1+i, span{n−1/2ztj−1+1, ..., n−1/2ztj}) p−→ 0 (i = 1, ..., tj − tj−1; j = 1, ..., r)
for the first m eigenvalues such that λ1 = · · · = λt1 > λt1+1 = · · · = λt2 > · · · > λtr−1+1 =
· · · = λtr , where r ≤ m, t0 = 0 and tr = m.
Appendix
Throughout this section, let us write Rn = {en ∈ Rn : ||en|| = 1} and let ejn, j =
1, 2, be arbitrary elements of Rn. Let us write that U 1 = n
−1∑m
i=1 λiziz
T
i and U 2 =
n−1
∑d
s=m+1 λszsz
T
s . Let us write ui = n
−1∑d
s=m+1 λsz
2
si as a diagonal element of U 2. Let
U 2(t) = (uij(t)), t = 1, 2, ..., be n× n matrices such that
uij(t) =
 n−1
∑d
s=m+1 λ
2t−1
s zsizsj (i 6= j),
0 (i = j).
Let V 2(1) = (vij(1)) be n× n matrices such that
vij(1) =
 n−1
∑d
s=1 zsizsj (i 6= j),
0 (i = j).
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Let V 2(2) = (vij(2)) be n× n matrices such that
vij(2) =
 n−2
∑d
s1 6=s2 zs1izs2j
∑n
k=1(\i,j) zs1kzs2k (i 6= j),
0 (i = j),
where (\i, j, k, ...) excludes numbers i, j, k, .... Let ωi,j,k(i′,j′,...) =
∑n
k=1(\i′,j′,...) zikzjk. Then,
let V 2(r) = (vij(r)), r = 3, 4, ... (< d), be n× n matrices such that
vij(r) =
 n−r
∑d
s1 6=s2 6=···6=sr zs1izsrjωs1,s2,k1(i,j)
(∏r−1
l=2 ωsl,sl+1,kl(i,j,kl−1)
)
(i 6= j),
0 (i = j).
Suppose that α1 = · · · = αs1 > αs1+1 = · · · = αs2 > · · · > αsl−1+1 = · · · = αsl(= αm), where
l ≤ m. For every i (= 1, ..., l), letU 1i = n−1
∑si
j=1 λjzjz
T
j . Let λ˜i1 ≥ · · · ≥ λ˜isi be eigenvalues
of U 1i and let u˜ij ∈ Rn be an eigenvector corresponding to λ˜ij (j = 1, ..., si). Then, we
have the eigen-decomposition as U 1i =
∑si
j=1 λ˜iju˜iju˜
T
ij. Let z˜i = (||n−1/2zi||)−1n−1/2zi, i =
1, ...,m.
Lemma 1. It holds for i = 1, ...,m, that
||d−2t−1αieT1nU 2(t)||2 = d−2
tαieT1nU 2(t+1)e1n + op(1), t = 1, 2, ...
under the conditions:
(i) d→∞ and n is fixed for i such that αi > 1/2,
(ii) d→∞ and d2−2αi/n→ 0 for i such that αi ∈ (0, 1/2].
Proof. Let e1n = (e11, ..., e1n)
T , where
∑n
i=1 e
2
1i = 1. For every t (= 1, 2, ...), we write that
||eT1nU 2(t)||2 =
n∑
k=1
n∑
i′=1(\k)
e21i′u
2
i′k(t) +
n∑
k=1
∑
i′ 6=j′(\k)
e1i′e1j′ui′k(t)uj′k(t)
=
n∑
i′=1
e21i′
n∑
k=1(\i′)
u2i′k(t) +
∑
i′ 6=j′
e1i′e1j′
n∑
k=1(\i′,j′)
ui′k(t)uj′k(t). (7)
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We first consider the second term in (7). Let us write that
yij(1) = n
−1
d∑
s=m+1
λ2
t
s zsizsj
(
n−1
n∑
k=1(\i,j)
z2sk − 1
)
,
yij(2) = n
−2 ∑
s1 6=s2(≥m+1)
λ2
t−1
s1
λ2
t−1
s2
zs1izs2j
n∑
k=1(\i,j)
zs1kzs2k.
Then, it holds that∑
i′ 6=j′
e1i′e1j′
n∑
k=1(\i′,j′)
ui′k(t)uj′k(t) =
∑
i′ 6=j′
e1i′e1j′
(
yi′j′(1) + yi′j′(2) + ui′j′(t+1)
)
. (8)
Here, by using Markov’s inequality, for any τ (> 0) and the uniform bound M for the fourth
moments condition of zij, one has for i
′ 6= j′ under (i)–(ii) that
P
(∑
i′ 6=j′
|d−2tαiyi′j′(1)|2 > τ
)
≤ τ−1d−2t+1αin−1M
d∑
s=m+1
λ2
t+1
s ≤ τ−1Md1−2
t+1αin−1λ2
t+1
m+1
= o(1). (9)
Thus we have that
d−2
tαi||0, y12(1), y13(1), ..., y1n(1), y21(1), 0, y23(1), ...., yn1(1), ..., ynn−1(1), 0|| = op(1).
From the fact that
∑
i′ 6=j′ e
2
1i′e
2
1j′ ≤ 1, since it holds that
||0, e11e12, e11e13, ..., e11e1n, e12e11, 0, e12e13, ...., e1ne11, ..., e1ne1n−1, 0|| ≤ 1,
we obtain that
d−2
tαi
∑
i′ 6=j′
e1i′e1j′yi′j′(1) = op(1). (10)
On the other hand, one has for i′ 6= j′ under (i)–(ii) that
P
(∑
i′ 6=j′
|d−2tαiyi′j′(2)|2 > τ) ≤ τ−1Md2−2t+1αin−1λ2t+1m+1 = o(1).
Then, similarly to (9)–(10), we have that
d−2
tαi
∑
i′ 6=j′
e1i′e1j′yi′j′(2) = op(1). (11)
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By combining (10) and (11) with (8), we obtain under (i)–(ii) that
d−2
tαi
∑
i′ 6=j′
e1i′e1j′
n∑
k=1(\i′,j′)
ui′k(t)uj′k(t) = d
−2tαi
∑
i′ 6=j′
e1i′e1j′ui′j′(t+1) + op(1). (12)
Next, we consider the first term in (7). When αi > 1/2, by using Markov’s inequality for
any τ (> 0), one has for i′ 6= j′ under (i) that
n∑
i′=1
P
(
d−2
tαi
n∑
k=1(\i′)
u2i′k(t) > τ
)
≤ τ−1nd−2tαi
n∑
k=1(\i′)
E(u2i′k(t)) = O(d
1−2αi) = o(1).
When αi < 1/2, by using Chebyshev’s inequality for any τ (> 0), one has that
n∑
i′=1
P
(
d−2
tαi
n∑
k=1(\i′)
u2i′k(t) > τ
)
≤ τ−2nd−2t+1αiE
(( n∑
k=1(\i′)
u2i′k(t)
)2)
= d4−2
t+1αi/n2 + d2−2
t+1αi/n = o(1)
for i′ 6= j′ under (ii). Thus we obtain under (i)–(ii) that
d−2
tαi
n∑
i′=1
e21i′
n∑
k=1(\i′)
u2i′k(t) = op(1). (13)
By combining (12) and (13) with (7), we conclude the result. 2
Lemma 2. It holds for i = 1, ...,m, that ||d−αieT1nU 2(1)||2 = op(1) under the conditions
(i)–(ii) in Lemma 1.
Proof. Since αi > 0 in (1), there is at most one positive integer to (≥ 2) satisfying 1− 2toαi <
0. Then, we have for i′ 6= j′ under (i)–(ii) in Lemma 1 that
P
(
d−2
toαi
∑
i′ 6=j′
|ui′j′(to)|2 > τ
)
≤ τ−1d1−2toαiλ2tom+1 = op(1).
Then, similarly to (9)–(10), it holds that d−2
to−1αieT1nU 2(to)e1n= op(1). Thus we have that
||d−2to−2αieT1nU 2(to−1)||2 = d−2
to−1αieT1nU 2(to)e1n + op(1) = op(1),
so that d−2
to−2αieT1nU 2(to−1)e1n= op(1). Hence, we obtain that
||d−2to−3αieT1nU 2(to−2)||2 = d−2
to−2αieT1nU 2(to−1)e1n + op(1) = op(1).
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Similarly, we claim until U 2(2) to obtain that
||d−αieT1nU 2(1)||2 = d−2αieT1nU 2(2)e1n + op(1) = op(1),
which concludes the result. 2
Lemma 3. It holds for i = 1, ...,m, that d−αieT1nU 2e2n = op(1) under the conditions:
(i) d→∞ and n is fixed for i such that αi > 1,
(ii) d→∞ and d2−2αi/n→ 0 for i such that αi ∈ (0, 1].
Proof. By using Chebyshev’s inequality, for any τ > 0 and the uniform bound M for the
fourth moments condition, one has under (i)–(ii) that
n∑
k=1
P
(
d−αiuk > τ
)
=
n∑
k=1
P
(
(ndαi)−1
d∑
s=m+1
λsz
2
sk > τ
)
≤ (τn1/2dαi)−2M
( d∑
s=m+1
λs
)2
= O(d2−2αi/n) = o(1).
Thus it holds that d−αiuk = op(1) for all k (= 1, ..., n). From Lemma 2, we have under
(i)–(ii) in Lemma 1 that d−αieT1nU 2(1)e2n = op(1), i = 1, ...,m. Hence, we obtain that
d−αieT1nU 2e2n = d
−αi (eT1nU 2(1)e2n + eT1ndiag(u1, ..., un)e2n) = op(1) (i = 1, ...,m)
under (i)–(ii). 2
Lemma 4. It holds for i = 1, ...,m, that
d−αin−1zTi′U 2zj′ = op(n
−1/2) (i′ = 1, ...,m; j′ = 1, ...,m)
under the conditions (i)–(ii) in Theorem 1.
Proof. One can write that
d−αin−1zTi′U 2(1)zj′ = d
−αi
∑
k1 6=k2
n−1zi′k1zj′k2uk1k2(1).
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We first consider the case of i′ = j′. Note that E(n−2z2i′k1zi′k2zi′k3uk1k2(1)uk1k3(1)) = 0 (k1 6=
k2 6= k3) and E(n−2z2i′k1z2i′k2u2k1k2(1)) ≤ M2(
∑d
s=m+1 λs)
2 (k1 6= k2) with the uniform bound
M for the fourth moments condition. Then, for any τ > 0 and the uniform bound M for
the fourth moments condition, one has under (i)–(ii) that
P
(
|d−αi
∑
k1 6=k2
n−1zi′k1zi′k2uk1k2(1)| > n−1/2τ
)
≤ τ−2d−2αin−1
∑
k1 6=k2
E(z2i′k1z
2
i′k2u
2
k1k2(1)
)
= d2−2αi/n = o(1),
P
(
d−αin−1
n∑
k=1
z2i′kuk > n
−1/2τ
)
≤ τ−1n−1/2d−αiM
d∑
s=m+1
λs = O(d
1−αi/n1/2) = o(1).
Hence, we obtain that
d−αin−1zTi′U 2zi′ = d
−αi (n−1zTi′U 2(1)zi′ + n−1zTi′diag(u1, ..., un)zi′)
= op(n
−1/2) (i = 1, ...,m).
As for the case of i′ 6= j′, note that
P
(
|d−αi
∑
k1 6=k2
n−1zi′k1zj′k2uk1k2(1)| > n−1/2τ
)
= o(1)
and
P
(
d−αin−1|
n∑
k=1
zi′kzj′kuk| > n−1/2τ
)
≤ P
(
d−αin−1/2
n∑
k=1
|zi′kzj′k|uk > τ
)
≤ τ−1n1/2d−αiE(|zi′kzj′k|uk)
≤ τ−1n1/2d−αi (E(z2i′kz2j′k)E(u2k))1/2
= O(d1−αi/n1/2) = o(1).
Therefore, we can conclude the result. 2
Lemma 5. Assume that zij, i = 1, ..., d (j = 1, ..., n) are independent. It holds for
αi ∈ (0, 1/2] that
||d−2t−1αieT1nV 2(r)||2 = d−2
tαieT1n(V 2(2r−1) + V 2(2r))e1n + op(1)
(t = 1, 2, ...; r = 1, ..., 2t−1)
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under the condition: (i) d→∞ and d1−2αi/n→ 0.
Proof. By using Chebyshev’s inequality, for any τ (> 0) and the uniform bound M for the
fourth moments condition, one has under (i) that
n∑
i′=1
P
(
d−2
tαi|
n∑
k=1(\i′)
v2i′k(1) − n−1d| > τ
)
≤ τ−2M2(d2−2t+1αi/n2 + d1−2t+1αi/n) = o(1), t = 1, 2, ...
Thus it holds for every t (= 1, 2, ...) under (i) that
d−2
tαi
n∑
i′=1
e21i′
n∑
k=1(\i′)
v2i′k(1) = d
−2tαi
n∑
i′=1
e21i′n
−1d+ op(1) = op(1), (14)
where e1i’s are components of e1n = (e11, ..., e1n)
T with
∑n
i=1 e
2
1i = 1. Then, similarly to
(7)–(10), we obtain that
||d−2t−1αieT1nV 2(1)||2 = d−2
tαi
∑
i′ 6=j′
e1i′e1j′(vi′j′(1) + vi′j′(2)) + op(1)
= d−2
tαieT1n(V 2(1) + V 2(2))e1n + op(1), t = 1, 2, .... (15)
Now, note that
||eT1nV 2(2)||2 =
n∑
i′=1
e21i′
n∑
k=1(\i′)
v2i′k(2) +
∑
i′ 6=j′
e1i′e1j′
n∑
k=1(\i′,j′)
vi′k(2)vj′k(2).
By using Chebyshev’s inequality for any τ (> 0), we have for every t (= 2, 3, ...) under (i)
that
n∑
i′=1
P
(
d−2
tαi|
n∑
k=1(\i′)
v2i′k(2) − n−2d(d− 1)| > τ
)
= o(1),
so that d−2
tαi
∑n
i′=1 e
2
1i′
∑n
k=1(\i′) v
2
i′k(2) = op(1) in a way similar to (14). Let us write that∑n
k=1(\i′,j′) vi′k(2)vj′k(2) = yi′j′(3) + yi′j′(4) + vi′j′(3) + vi′j′(4), where
yij(3) =n
−4
d∑
s2 6=s1,s3
zs1izs3jωs2,s2,k1(i,j)ωs1,s2,k2(k1,i)ωs2,s3,k3(k1,j) − vij(3),
yij(4) =n
−4
d∑
s1 6=s2
d∑
s3(\s2)6=s4
zs1izs4jωs2,s3,k1(i,j)ωs1,s2,k2(k1,i)ωs3,s4,k3(k1,j) − vij(4).
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Note that ωs1,s2,k1(i1,i2) = ωs1,s2,k1(i1,i2,k2) + zs1k2zs2k2 . Note that ωs1,s2,k1(i1,i2) and ωs3,s4,k2(i3,i4)
are independent for any s1 6= s2 6= s3 6= s4, and ωs1,s2,k1(i1,i2) and ωs3,s4,k2(i3,i4,k1) are indepen-
dent for any s1, s2, s3 and s4. Then, similarly to (9), it holds for every t (= 2, 3, ...) under (i)
that
P
(∑
i′ 6=j′
|d−2tαiyi′j′(3)|2 > τ
)
= o(1) and P
(∑
i′ 6=j′
|d−2tαiyi′j′(4)|2 > τ
)
= o(1).
Thus we obtain that
||d−2t−1αieT1nV 2(2)||2 = d−2
tαieT1n(V 2(3) + V 2(4))e1n + op(1), t = 2, 3, ...
in a way similar to (15). Similarly, we can claim until r = 2t−1 that
||d−2t−1αieT1nV 2(2t−1)||2 = d−2
tαieT1n(V 2(2t−1) + V 2(2t))e1n + op(1), t = 1, 2, ...
It concludes the result. 2
Lemma 6. Assume that zij, i = 1, ..., d (j = 1, ..., n) are independent. It holds for
αi ∈ (0, 1/2] that ||d−αieT1nU 2(1)||2 = op(1) under the condition:
(i) d→∞ and there exists a positive constant εi satisfying d1−2αi/n < d−εi.
Proof. First, let us show that one can claim that ||d−αieT1nV 2(1)||2 = op(1) under (i). We
first consider the case that εi ≤ 2αi. Let βt = 1− 2αi − (2t−1 − 1)εi. Then, we have for
every t (= 1, 2, ...) that
n2E{(d−2t−1αivij(r))2} = O(dr−2tαi/nr−1) = O(dβt), r = 1, ..., 2t−1.
Here, in view of (i), there is at most one positive integer tε (≥ 2) satisfying βtε < 0. Then,
it holds for i′ 6= j′ under (i) that
P
(∑
i′ 6=j′
|d−2tε−1αivi′j′(r)|2 > τ
)
≤ τ−1n2E{(d−2tε−1αivi′j′(r))2} = O(dβtε ) = o(1).
Then, similarly to (9)–(10), we have under (i) that
d−2
tε−1αieT1nV 2(r)e1n = d
−2tε−1αi
∑
i′ 6=j′
e1i′e1j′vi′j′(r) = op(1), r = 1, ..., 2
tε−1,
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so that
2tε−2∑
r=1
||d−2tε−2αieT1nV 2(r)||2 =
2tε−1∑
r=1
d−2
tε−1αieT1nV 2(r)e1n = op(1).
Similarly to the proof of Lemma 2, we claim until t = 1 to obtain that
||d−αieT1nV 2(1)||2 =
2∑
r=1
d−2αieT1nV 2(r)e1n + op(1) = op(1).
Next, we consider the case that ε > 2αi. There is at most one positive integer to (≥ 2)
satisfying 1− 2toαi < 0. Thus it holds that n2E{(d−2to−1αivij(r))2} = O(dr−2toαi/nr−1) =
O(d1−2
to
) = o(1). Hence, similarly to the former case, we obtain that ||d−αieT1nV 2(1)||2 =
op(1) under (i). Finally, by replacing V 2(1) with U 2(1), we can claim that ||d−αieT1nU 2(1)||2 =
op(1) under (i) in a similar fashion. 2
Lemma 7. Let U 1 =
∑m
j=1 λ˜ju˜ju˜
T
j be the eigen-decomposition of U 1, where λ˜1 ≥ · · · ≥ λ˜m
are eigenvalues and u˜j ∈ Rn is an eigenvector corresponding to λ˜j (j = 1, ...,m). Assume
that the first m population eigenvalues are distinct as λ1 > · · · > λm. Then, it holds as
d→∞ and n→∞ that
λ˜i
λi
= ||n−1/2zi||2 + op(n−1/2) = 1 + op(1), u˜Ti z˜i = 1 + op(n−1/2) (i = 1, ...,m).
Proof. By using Chebyshev’s inequality, for any τ (> 0) and the uniform bound M for the
fourth moments condition, one has as n→∞ that
P (|n−1zTi zj| > n−1/4τ) = P
(∣∣∣n−1 n∑
k=1
zikzjk
∣∣∣ > n−1/4τ) ≤ τ−2Mn−1/2 → 0 (i 6= j).
Thus we claim as n→∞ that n−1zTi zj = op(n−1/4) (i 6= j). Note that ||n−1/2zi||2 = 1+op(1)
as n→∞. First, let us consider λi (i = 1, ..., s1) that holds power αs1 . By noting as n→∞
that λ1||n−1/2z1||2 > · · · > λm||n−1/2zm||2 w.p.1, we have that
λ˜1
λ1
= u˜T1
U 1
λ1
u˜1 = u˜
T
1
(
m∑
j=1
λj
λ1n
zjz
T
j
)
u˜1 = u˜
T
1
(
m∑
j=1
λj
λ1
||n−1/2zj||2z˜jz˜Tj
)
u˜1
= ||n−1/2z1||2 + op(n−1/2) = 1 + op(1). (16)
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Then, it holds that u˜T1 z˜1 = 1+op(n
−1/2), so that u˜T2 z˜1 = op(n
−1/4). Since we have as n→∞
that
λ˜2
λ2
= u˜T2
U 1
λ2
u˜2 = u˜
T
2
(
m∑
j=2
λj
λ2
||n−1/2zj||2z˜jz˜Tj
)
u˜2 = ||n−1/2z2||2 + op(n−1/2) = 1 + op(1),
it holds that u˜T2 z˜2 = 1 + op(n
−1/2) by noting that z˜T1 z˜2 = op(n
−1/4). Similarly, we claim
until s1 to obtain as n→∞ that
λ˜i
λi
= ||n−1/2zi||2 + op(n−1/2) = 1 + op(1), u˜Ti z˜i = 1 + op(n−1/2) (i = 1, ..., s1). (17)
Then, we obtain for U 11 =
∑s1
j=1 λ˜1ju˜1ju˜
T
1j that
λ˜1i
λi
= 1 + op(1), u˜
T
1iz˜i = 1 + op(n
−1/2) (i = 1, ..., s1). (18)
Next, let us consider λi (i = s1 + 1, ..., s2) that holds power αs2 . From (18), note that
u˜T1jz˜j′ = op(n
−1/4) (j = 1, ..., s1; j′ = s1 + 1, ...,m). Thus we have as d → ∞ and n → ∞
that
u˜T1j
U 1
dαs1
u˜i = u˜
T
1j
∑m
j′=1 λj′zj′z
T
j′
dαs1
u˜i = u˜
T
1j
U 11
dαs1
u˜i + op(n
−1/4dαs2−αs1 ) (j = 1, ..., s1). (19)
Hence, from (18) and (19), we obtain as d→∞ and n→∞ that
u˜T1j
U 1
dαs1
u˜i =
λ˜i
dαs1
u˜T1ju˜i,
u˜T1j
U 1
dαs1
u˜i = u˜
T
1j
U 11
dαs1
u˜i + op(n
−1/4dαs2−αs1 ) =
λ˜1j
dαs1
u˜T1ju˜i + op(n
−1/4dαs2−αs1 ) (20)
(j = 1, ..., s1; i = s1 + 1, ..., s2).
From the fact that rank(d−αs1U 1) =rank(d−αs1U 11) = s1 w.p.1. as d → ∞, it holds that
d−αs1 λ˜i = op(1) as d→∞ for i = s1 + 1, ...,m. Then, one has from (20) that(
λ˜1j
dαs1
+ op(1)
)
u˜T1ju˜i = op(n
−1/4dαs2−αs1 ), i.e. u˜T1ju˜i = op(n
−1/4dαs2−αs1 )
(j = 1, ..., s1; i = s1 + 1, ..., s2).
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So, we have as d→∞ and n→∞ that
u˜Ti
U 11
dαs2
u˜i =
s1∑
j=1
λ˜1j
dαs2
u˜Ti u˜1ju˜
T
1ju˜i = op(n
−1/2dαs2−αs1 ) (i = s1 + 1, ..., s2). (21)
Then, we obtain that
u˜Ti
U 1
λi
u˜i = u˜
T
i
U 1 −U 11
λi
u˜i + op(n
−1/2)
= u˜Ti
(
m∑
j=s1+1
λj
λi
||n−1/2zj||2z˜jz˜Tj
)
u˜i + op(n
−1/2) (i = s1 + 1, ..., s2). (22)
Similarly to (16), it holds (17) for i = s1+1, ..., s2, as d→∞ and n→∞. Then, we obtain
for U 12 =
∑s2
j=1 λ˜2ju˜2ju˜
T
2j that
λ˜2i
λi
= 1 + op(1), u˜
T
2iz˜i = 1 + op(n
−1/2) (i = 1, ..., s2). (23)
As for λi (i = s2 + 1, ..., s3) that holds power αs3 , note that u˜
T
2jz˜j′ = op(n
−1/4) (j =
1, ..., s2; j
′ = s2 + 1, ...,m) in view of (23). Thus we have that
u˜T2j
U 1
dαs2
u˜i = u˜
T
2j
U 12
dαs2
u˜i + op(n
−1/4dαs3−αs2 ) (j = 1, ..., s2).
Similarly to (20), we have as d→∞ and n→∞ that
u˜T2j
U 1
dαs2
u˜i =
λ˜i
dαs2
u˜T2ju˜i,
u˜T2j
U 1
dαs2
u˜i = u˜
T
2j
U 12
dαs2
u˜i + op(n
−1/4dαs3−αs2 ) =
λ˜2j
dαs2
u˜T2ju˜i + op(n
−1/4dαs3−αs2 )
(j = 1, ..., s2; i = s2 + 1, ..., s3).
Since it holds for i = s2 + 1, ..., s3, that
u˜T2ju˜i =
 op(n−1/4dαs3−αs1 ) (j = 1, ...., s1),op(n−1/4dαs3−αs2 ) (j = s1 + 1, ...., s2),
we obtain (17) for i = s2 + 1, ..., s3, in a way similar to (21)–(22).
As for λi (i = sl−1 + 1, ..., sl) that holds power αsl (l ≥ 4) as well, we can obtain (17).
Therefore, for every i (= 1, ...,m), we claim as d→∞ and n→∞ that
λ˜i
λi
= ||n−1/2zi||2 + op(n−1/2) = 1 + op(1), u˜Ti z˜i = 1 + op(n−1/2). (24)
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It concludes the results. 2
Remark 8. When the population eigenvalues are not distinct such as λ1 ≥ · · · ≥ λm, we
consider the case as follows: Suppose that λ1 = · · · = λt1 > λt1+1 = · · · = λt2 > · · · >
λtr−1+1 = · · · = λtr (= λm), where r ≤ m. We can claim as d→∞ and n→∞ that
λ˜tj−1+i
λtj−1+i
= 1 + op(1), u˜tj−1+i ∈
{
tj−tj−1∑
i′=1
bi′ z˜tj−1+i′ :
tj−tj−1∑
i′=1
b2i′ = 1
}
(i = 1, ..., tj − tj−1; j = 1, ..., r),
where t0 = 0. Thus it holds as d→∞ and n→∞ that
Angle(u˜tj−1+i, span{z˜tj−1+1, ..., z˜tj}) p−→ 0
(i = 1, ..., tj − tj−1; j = 1, ..., r).
Proof of Theorems 1 and 2. Note that U 2 is a symmetric matrix. From Lemmas 3 and 4,
we have under (i)–(ii) in Theorem 1 that
d−αin−1zTi′U 2zi′ ≥ d−2αin−1zTi′U 2U 2zi′ = ||d−αin−1/2zTi′U 2||2 = op(n−1/2) (i′ = 1, ...,m).
Thus it holds under (i)–(ii) that
d−αin−1/2zTi′U 2e1n = op(n
−1/4) (i′ = 1, ...,m). (25)
Let us first consider the case when λ1 > · · · > λm. For λi (i = 1, ..., s1) that holds power
αs1 , we have from Lemma 3 under (i)–(ii) that λ
−1
i e
T
1nU 2e1n = op(1). Then, it holds that
λ1||n−1/2z1||2 > · · · > λm||n−1/2zm||2 and λs1||n−1/2zs1||2 > eT1nU 2e1n w.p.1. Let ηi =
λ−1i uˆ
T
i U 2uˆi, i = 1, ...,m. Then, in a way similar to (16), with the help of Lemma 4 and
(25), it holds under (i)–(ii) that
λˆ1
λ1
= uˆT1
SD
λ1
uˆ1 = uˆ
T
1
U 1 +U 2
λ1
uˆ1 = uˆ
T
1
(
m∑
j=1
λj
λ1
||n−1/2zj||2z˜jz˜Tj +
U 2
λ1
)
uˆ1
= uˆT1
(
m∑
j=1
λj
λ1
||n−1/2zj||2z˜jz˜Tj
)
uˆ1 + η1 = ||n−1/2z1||2 + η1 + op(n−1/2), (26)
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so that uˆT1 z˜1 = 1 + op(n
−1/2) and η1 = λ−11 z˜
T
1U 2z˜1 + op(n
−1/2) = op(n−1/2). Under (i)–(ii),
in a way similar to Lemma 7 and (26), we claim that
λˆi
λi
= ||n−1/2zi||2 + op(n−1/2) = 1 + op(1), uˆTi z˜i = 1 + op(n−1/2) (i = 1, ..., s1). (27)
Here, as for Theorem 2, recall that V (z2ij) =Mi, i = 1, ..,m. For each i, by using the central
limiting theorem, one has as n→∞ that (nMi)−1/2(
∑n
j=1 z
2
ij − n)⇒ N(0, 1). Hence, under
(i)–(ii), we have from (27) that√
n
Mi
(
λˆi
λi
− 1
)
⇒ N(0, 1) (i = 1, ..., s1). (28)
For λi (i = s1 + 1, ..., s2) that holds power αs2 , let us denote ηij = λ
−1
i u˜
T
1jU 2uˆi, j =
1, ..., s1. Then, from (18) and (25), it holds under (i)–(ii) that
ηij = λ
−1
i z˜
T
j U 2uˆi + op(n
−1/4) = op(n−1/4) (j = 1, ..., s1; i = s1 + 1, ..., s2).
Thus we have under (i)–(ii) that
u˜T1j
SD
dαs1
uˆi = u˜
T
1j
U 11
dαs1
uˆi + ηijO(d
αs2−αs1 ) + op(n−1/4dαs2−αs1 )
= u˜T1j
U 11
dαs1
uˆi + op(n
−1/4dαs2−αs1 ) (j = 1, ..., s1; i = s1 + 1, ..., s2).
Then, similarly to (20)–(21), we claim that
uˆTi
U 11
dαs2
uˆi = op(n
−1/2dαs2−αs1 ) = op(n−1/2) (i = s1 + 1, ..., s2).
Hence, it holds for i = s1 + 1, ..., s2, that
uˆTi
SD
λi
uˆi =uˆ
T
i
U 1 −U 11
λi
uˆi + ηi + op(n
−1/2)
=uˆTi
(
m∑
j=s1+1
λj
λi
||n−1/2zj||2z˜jz˜Tj
)
uˆi + ηi + op(n
−1/2).
Under (i)–(ii), in a way similar to (26), it holds (27) and (28) for i = s1 + 1, ..., s2, as well.
Similarly, for λi (i = sl−1 + 1, ..., sl) that holds power αsl (l ≥ 3), we can obtain (27) and
21
(28). Hence, for each i (= 1, ...,m), we can claim under (i)–(ii) that
λˆi
λi
= ||n−1/2zi||2 + op(n−1/2) = 1 + op(1), uˆTi z˜i = 1 + op(n−1/2) (29)
and
√
n
Mi
(
λˆi
λi
− 1
)
⇒ N(0, 1).
It concludes the result in Theorem 2.
Next, we consider the case when λ1 ≥ · · · ≥ λm. One may refer to Remark 8. Since we
can claim that λˆi/λi = 1 + op(1) for i = 1, ...,m, under (i)–(ii), in a way similar to (29), it
concludes the result in Theorem 1. 2
Proof of Corollary 1. By using Chebyshev’s inequality, for any τ > 0 and the uniform bound
M for the fourth moments condition, one has under (i)–(ii) in Corollary 1 that
n∑
k=1
P
(
(ndαi)−1
∣∣∣ d∑
s=m+1
λsz
2
sk −
d∑
s=m+1
λs
∣∣∣ > τ) = O(d1−2αi/n) = o(1).
Thus it holds that d−αiuk = d−αin−1
∑d
s=m+1 λs + op(1) = d
1−αi/n + op(1) = op(1) for all
k (= 1, ..., n). Let us write under (ii) that d1−αi/n = dαid1−2αi/n → 0. One has under (ii)
that d1−2αi/n ≤ d−αi to claim Lemma 4 under (ii). From Lemmas 2 and 6, we claim Lemma
3 under (i)–(ii). Here, it should be noted that Lemma 4 cannot be claimed under (i)–(ii) in
Corollary 1. Hence, we obtain under (i)–(ii) that
λˆi
λi
= ||n−1/2zi||2 + op(1) = 1 + op(1) (i = 1, ...,m)
in a way similar to the proof of Theorem 1. 2
Proof of Theorem 3. From Remark 4, we note that hˆi = (nλˆi)
−1/2Xuˆi. Then, we have that
hTi hˆi = (λˆin)
−1/2λ1/2i z
T
i uˆi =
(
λi
λˆi
)1/2
zTi√
n
uˆi.
From the proof of Theorem 1, we claim (29) for i = 1, ...,m, under (i)–(ii) in Theorem 1.
Thus we obtain that
hTi hˆi =
(
λi
λˆi
)1/2
zTi√
n
uˆi = 1 + op(1) (i = 1, ...,m),
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so that Angle(hi, hˆi) = op(1) for i = 1, ...,m. 2
Proof of Theorem 4. For each i (= 1, ..., n), let us write that
V (sˆi) = λin
−1
n∑
k=1
zik −
√
n
λˆi
λi
uˆik
2
= λi
n−1 n∑
k=1
z2ik +
λˆi
λi
n∑
k=1
uˆ2ik − 2
√
λˆi
λi
zTi√
n
uˆi
 .
We have (29) under (i)–(ii) in Theorem 1. Noting that n−1
∑n
k=1 z
2
ik = 1 + op(1) as n→∞
for each i (= 1, ...,m), it concludes the result. 2
Proof of Corollaries 2 and 3. When zij, i = 1, ..., d (i = 1, ..., n) are independent and
λ1 > · · · > λm, one can claim for i (= 1, ...,m) under (i)–(ii) in Corollary 1 that
λˆi
λi
= 1 + op(1), uˆ
T
i z˜i = 1 + op(1).
The results are straightforwardly obtained in a way similar to the proofs of Theorems 3 and
4. 2
Proof of Corollary 4. In view of (29), we obtain the result straightforwardly. 2
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